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I. Theoretical models of atoms and of molecules 

:1Iodern atomic theory has introduced many a seminal principle in chem
ical research since tht" kinetic theory of gases ascribed a well-defined spatial 
extension to moleculcs. 

Initially, even the kinctic theory of gases was satisfied with a model 
that represented molecules as mass points with the momentum m' c in space. 
But quite soon (CLA"USIUS, 1857) spatial extension ,\-as attributed to these 
mass poillts. The oldest spatial model is due to :JLJ..XWELL (1860) who regarded 
molecules as rigid elastic spheres, i.e. as "elastic spheres of a definite ra
dius". However, in 1877, this is classed as a "descriptive tl1l"0ry" by D. 
E. MEYER. 

The attribute "rigid" means that the radius of such a sphere does not 
change on collision (i.e. that it is illYariant to temperature). Thus a collision 
has a definite beginning and end (instantaneous collision) since the repulsive 
forces, or more precisely: those of elasticity, arc infinite on collisions. Due 
to this, the introduction of the concept of free paths became possible. 

On the hasis of this concept, an r geometrical radius for the spherical 
model of a molecule could be calculated, this ,,-as de:oignated as the van der 
Waah radius becausc this vaItH> could be also calculated from the van del' 
Waals equation (1873). 

The elaboration of this model was due mainly to CHAP::IL\:.\" (1912). Thus, 
this model likens the molecules to smooth billiard halls, therefore molecules 
are often thought of as smooth, rigid, elastic spheres. 

This model has since heen i'ubjected to many correctionf'. In 1893 al
ready, SUTHERLA:\"D attrihutes a force c{ attraction to these rigid spheres: 
"smooth rigid elastic spheres surrounded by fields of attractiYe force" or 
"rigid elastic attractiYe sphere". This modeL owing to the introduction of the so
called Sutherland constant, also took account of the temperature dependence 
of molecular radii, ,I-hen dealing with transport phenomena. (Appan>ntly, the 
attractiYe force iucreased tht" rigid radius of the molecule.) 

In the intcrpretation of the rotationary energy of molecules the idea 
of a regular, smooth sphericity of the model had to he abandoned and in this 
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wav the picture of "rough elastic rigid spherical molecules" was evolved 
(CHAPMAN, 1912). 

Alongside thesc geometrical "billiard ball" models are felt to he mueh 
too elementary; soon suggestions based on the idea of forces: moleculcs with 
a so-called point centre of force, were put forward. I\L~xwELL himself abandoned, 
in 1867, the geometrical model mentioned and it was mainly MAXWELL who 
elaborated a theory of gases on the hasis of this new point centre of force 
model. 

Later, BOLTZ:VIANN suggested some corrections of this point ct:"ntn' of 
force hypothesis. 

In essence, the force centre model esche, .. ·s the somewhat naive picture 
of molecules extended in space. Accordingly, centres of force have no spatial 
extension: a molecule is not any longcr of some definite geometrical shape 
of which rigid physical surfaces would mark the boundary where t·wo mole
cules meet on collision. Howeyer, also two molecules imagined as centres 
of force cannot approach each other but up to a certain distance: up to the 
limit where a repul:3ive force, in inyerse ratio at a power higher than 2 to the 
distancf', checks the impulse of the "incident molecule". This "checking" or 
"collision distance", i.e. the distancc of closest approach of two molecules at 
an encounter, takes the place of the radius of the sphere of a rigid geometrical 
model. 

Ohviously, the molecular radius defined in this way will he a function 
also of the velocity of the colliding molecules, i.e. of the temperature (decrease 
with increase of temperature). 

These point centres of force are thus "non-rigid molecules" and, in con
trast to the former hilliard hall simile, rather that of tennis balls is evoked, 
and this means that there is no definite heginning and end in a collision of 
two molecules, and thus the concept of a free path also hecomes a source of 
difficulties. (CHAPMAN does not use this concept in conjunction with non-rigid 
models of molecules.) 

From the temperature dependence of the yiscosity, and of the diffusion 
constant of gases the exponent for the distance (P = k/rn) that defines the 
field of the repulsiye force of a molecule hecame calculahle. According to the 
value of the exponent n, hard molecules (He, Ne, H z), where n = 15, are dis
tinguished from soft molecules (NH3' Clz' HCI), where n 5, the hehayiour 
of the former is well enough accounted for hy the first, rigid model, while that 
of the latter is correctly characterized only hy the force centre model. Thus, 
the rigid model is a limit, at n = 00, of the non-rigid force centre model. 

First, only repulsiye forces were sited into the centre of the molecule: 
"point-centre of repulsiye force". 
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The "o-called J[axlcellian moleCZLles were tho"e special cases within the class in which 
the repulsive force was in im-erse proportion to the fifth power of the distance. Integration 
of such complex functions could be only for this case carried out in MAX"lVELL'S time. In view 
of the predominance of electrostatic forces, for iOTli::ed gases repulsive forces were approximated 
with the second power. by CHAP3IA::>. 

Around 1920, the molecular model according to LEN"'-ARD-JONES was 
proposed. This model attributed forces both of attraction and repulsion to 
tl1(' centre of a molecule (point centre of attractive and repulsive force); studie:;; 
on models with combinationi' of distances at various power:;; were earried out 
for attraetion and repulsion. 

On the basis of these t-wo main typE'S of models, and several sub-types, 
the ealeulation from measured data of transport phenomena of the so-ealled 
van der \Vaals, or collision, radii beeame possihle. The numerieal value of 
moleeular radii changed according to the model used -when measured data 
were interpreted. Thui', values of both geometric and collisional van der Waals 
radii of molecules are even today rather uncertain. 

In a similar manner the ,; an der Waals radii of single atoms in a cryst al 

(1 ens!)' or in ionized form (rion) can he calculated. Of course, the models de
scribed on the hasis of the kinetic theory of gases cannot shed any light on the 
geometrical location of atoms within a molecule composed of them. However, 
modern infrared speetroseopy, X-ray diffraction, and n.m.l". measurements 
hav{~ furnished quite accurate yalues of the distances hetween the centres 
of dIP atoms that form a molecule of the so-called "bond length---' (o.oIA) 
and of the so-called hond angle ( i 0.5 e

). Bond lengths (2 R) and bond angle 
value;;: do not depend on some uncertain model but are real atomic dimension!". 
The accuracy of the8e is far hetter than that of van der Waals radii 1', not to 
say anything of the temperature dependence of the latter. 

Thus, on the basis of the foregoing, we have yery accurate information 
ahout the positions of atomic centres within molecules, whereas about the 
external extension of molecules (van der \Vaals radii) onh- approximate 
knowledge is available. 

II. Molecule models made visual 

The average molecular radius (1' = van del' \Vaals radius) of the chem
ical physicists, and the hondlength (a) of spectroscopists, did not tell much 
to the organic chemists till MA GAT [1] did not link them up to the qualitative 
model that had haunted preparative chemistry for ages, to the concept of 
staic hindrance (sterische Hinderung). The well-defined, but in terms of spatial 
geometry only qualitativply formulated concept of steric hindrance was, 
by ~lAGAT, put equal to the geometrical dimensions already quantitatively 
)11ea::llrahle 'with the aid of the kinetic theory of gases, to the so-called "ex-
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tellsiveness" ("Raumbeanspruclnmg") of moleculcs. According to his line 
of thought, the molecular collisional distanccs or ranges of influence (dM = 
= 2 rM) measured up to then were only average distances that are equal 
to the van der V/ aals radii of atoms only in the case of monatomic noble gases. 

To be able to calculate this atomic radius TA for other, diatomic mole
cules, i.e. ill order to split the average molecular diameter, to reduce it 

'"" ~ "'<:: "', ",- crs! 

" 11 : 
<::' <::: 

'" 
'-. "', 

Fig. I . .\fAGAT', atorn-calotte model of a molecule 

to atomic radii proper, lVIAGAT had to assume that molecules e.g. of 02' H z 
formed of like atoms originate from atoms assumed to be spheres with a 
radius r A: in such a way that a spherical calotte of appropriate dimensions 
(Kappenhohe, height of calotte) is cut off a sphere and the calottes thus emerg
ing 'will join up to form a molecule (cf. Fig. 1) 

The spherical sector, the so-called valence sector, is thus a plane normal 
to a hond length. 

The height of the calottcs cut off must allow the ccntres of the atoms 
joined in the way described to be accurately 2RA = a distance apart, i.e. 
ill the case of molecules formed of like atoms he defined the half hond length 
as the bond radius RA of an atom. 

The hasis of further calculations is the assumption that the extension 
of the two-atoms calotte thus constructed is equal to the fictitious collisional 

sphere of the molecule (additivity of atom volumina) 

2 T~ 
:£: 

(rA - RAf· (2rA RA)J= 
'1:£: 

r~j (1) 
3 3 

or 

2r~ -
1 

(rA - R .. ,Y· (2rA +K,,) = r?"j (la) 
2 

W'hen dM = 2rM, and RA = 2(1 are known, this equation can be soh'ed for 
rA, the atomic radius. A similar calculation is possible in the case of a molecule, 
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e.g. CO built from t\\-O different atoms: 
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Fig. 2. Potential-function for short distances of a force-centre. according to WOHL [15] 

For a solution of these equations, also the independence of the collision radii r 
must be assumed, i.e. that the value of van del' Waals radii is independent 
of the partner, that in every molecule the atom maintains its proper collision 
radius it possessed in the simple molecule of the element. In this case if the 

atomic radii 1'1 and RI of one of the partners are known from data TMl and a 1 

of the molecule of the element, then also the value R z = a12 - RI is known 
and the 1'2 action radius of the other partner can bc calculated according to 
Eq. (2a) from its rM

lo 
value. 

Since, according to the molecule model derived from the kinetic theory 
of gases the diameters of molecules depend on the temperature, the radii 
of atoms calculated in the way descrihed will also he dependent on the temper
ature. This temperature dependence can he illustratcd by thc graph showing 
molecular distance and energy (cf. Fig. 2). 

1. In a collision infinitely slow, two molecules can approach to a distance 
r 0 where energy of repulsion and attraction are in equilibrium. This infinitely 
slow collision is realized around OCle 

2. At any higher temperature T, the molecules collide with an impulse 

Alc(T)' therefore they can approach each other to a distance rT < Tu' Usually 
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I"rvalues are referred to at T = 300~K (27°C). This can he calculated from 
internal friction of ga!3es at tcmperature T. 

3. In !3tatic state (in crystals with atomic lattice, or in the so-called zero
point volume of a liquid at OOIq the equilihrium' of forces of attraction 
and of repulsion, i.e. the minimum energy, determines the average distance 
hetween 11101ecules: this is designated as I" min' This is the static radius, in contra
distinction to the dynamic radii I" nand I"T' 

Thus I"T < I"u / I"min = I"rrysb and if the force of attraction is in the in
... erse ratio 10 the power m = 6 of distance, and the force of repulsion is in 

the inverse ratio of th(' pow('r n = 12 of distance, thell, according to STUART 

[6, p. 55] 

I"min = 1.1225· 1"0 

Ba:"ed on (lata l1lpasnred: 

( 4) 

(r*: van der \\-aal" radii in polar bonding: see later) 

From STUART [2] with 

O,?-i and F, I"}" = 0.91· I"min (5) 

The differenet:' hetween the three I" values is the less the more rich the atom 
in electrons is, i.t:'. the "softer" it is. Based upon directivt:'s stated hy I\L~GAT, 
STUART [2, 2c] dt:'vdoped further the idea of ho''\\" to visualizc the molecult:'s: 
Tht:' th(~sis ahout tht:' inclt:'pendence of tht:' action radius of atoms did not 
prove correct: ::VL~CK [16] had found that, in organic compounds, the hond 
radius r* of a singl(' atom is not the same as r in a molecule of the element. 

E.g. the H-hond in H~ has rmin 1.5 A, in methane rmin = 1.00 A, in ethane 
1.16 A, and in many organic compounds 1.29 A. This is partly explained hy 
the different charge distrihution of the honding electrons hetween the two 
partners, and partly by the fact that the honding partner of H also exerts 
a measurahle influence on the molecule colliding 'with the H. Today thi~ is 
expressed hy the electrophiIic effect of the C atom as against the H atom. 

Following MAGAT:S idea, even today the van del' Waals radii of bonded 
atoms (Wirkungsradien gehundener Atome) are presented in this way, only 
that their vahlt:'s arc not calculated from simple molecules of the element 

but from lattice constants of the crystals of organic compounds, r~'in = r~r,.st. 
According to PAULING'S rule [4, p. 263] 

R+ o.sA (6 ) 

Further, according to PAULING (p. 25S) " ... the van del' Waals radius of 
chlorine should he about equal to its ionic radius, inasmuch as the honded 
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atom presents the same face to the outside world III directions away from its 

bond as the ion :CI:- does in all directions" i.e. 

IOn radius (7) 

However, BRIEGLEB [5] has shown that van del' Waals radii of an atom 
III a polar hond (r*) arc greater than those of an atom in a non-polar bond (r) 
(cf. Fig. '3). 
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Fig. 3. Potential-field of atoms in polar bonding, according to BRIEGLEB [5] 

It is especially among the halogens that he found differences hetween 
rand r* values: thus in this case the halogens act as electron attractants 
(cf. Table I). 

1. From (Hal)z molecules 

11. 

12. 

Zero-point yoltnne gives rmin 

Viscosity gi"es 1'300 

Table I 

2. From compounds with poInT" hond, 

21. 

22. 

Lattice constant gives r;UiD. 

* Calcnlation gives! r30n 

! From formula 
r* mm 

2 Extrapolated figure 

'" rT 

4 Periodica Polytechnica Ch. XlIiI. 

Tmin - TT 

Tmin 

F 

1.35 

1.30" 

1.76 

1.51 

1.80 

1.55 

Br 

1.85 

1.64 

1.95 

1.75 

1.96 

1.71 

2.15 

1.90 

(8) 
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Similarly, a more extended electron cloud was found in the plane normal 
to the double bond of atoms in organic compounds. Of course, the r* radii 
thus defined of bonded atoms refer to organic collisions with a like atom of 
like bonding, but the supposition is allowed that interaction with other atoms 
is not far different from this, except in the ease of H which, how('...-('r, in hydro
carbons, collides mostly with a H anyhow (STUART [2]). 

* 
On the hasis of R hond radii and action radii TT at room temperature, 

STUART dc...-ised adequate atom calott(' models from wood, glass, and celluloid, 

:a,z=a7~+O;J 
" :.! 

Fir!. 4. Shift of centres according to STL;ART 
(The ftgure of the original article is ~lisconstructed) 

not only accurate in their dimcnsions but also ...-ery pleasing to the eye. It ,,'as 
also STUART who proposed the so-called method of centre shift (cf. Fig. 4) 
for the estheticalh' more suitable construction of calottes. 

'\Then calculating atom-radii, STUART used two assumptions besides 
the correlation (5): 

i r-\) r d .. \ I 
\ -;;; atom C:..~ '.d;., molecule 

(9) 

r4, and rB, are radii of two different "honded atoms"; 
dA , and dB are average diameters of the molecules in the element of the same 
and 

l"oxygen (10) 
r chlorine 

Using the calculatiol15 of STCARL the germ an firm of LEYBOLD'S put 
sets of the so-called STUART-LEYBOLD calottes, scale 1: 2 . 10" then 
1 : 1.5 . 108, on the market, in the form of tinted wooden pieces, executed 
according to the principle of centre-shift [ll]. 

In a very thorough treatment in his monograph [3] on molecular struc
!lIres, BRIEGLEB uses, in 1937, the STFART- LEYBOLD models for illustration, 
but subjects them to some criticism, in 1950 [5], in so far as he 
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1. on the hasis of recent measurements, modifie8 III part the data con

cerning the radii; 
2. on a theoretical basis, propoi'es a pear-::haped construction of larger 

molecules, instead of the centrum-shift, 'where the hond section of the smaller 
atom demands this. Thereby ohstructions which do not in fact operate again::t. 

rotations are eliminated from the models (cf. Fig. 5); 
3. since in the molecule lattice of henzene derivatives the distance of 

planes parallel to the ring is d l11in = 3.7 A, and since rT ~ 0.9 . l"l11in, proposes 
that rT = 1.6 A should he chosen for the van del" Waals radius normal to :I-honds 
in the :I-honding generally of all the atoms. 

Fig. 5. Pear-"hapecl construction of the electron cloud of atoms in coyalent bonding:. according 
to BRIEGLEB [5]: 1Iodel: CCll 

The newer modcl:" of LEYBOLD'S, on sale today, are constructed according 
to these sugge:3tions, and are designated as the STUART-BRIEGLEB catottt' 
models [lla]. 

STUART'S monograph (1952), modt'rn eyen today, refers only 10 this 
novel STuART-BRlEGLEB model [6]. 

In the early fifties, CATALl'" Ltd.; in Great Britain, produced the original 
Stuart models, in a phenolic resin, at a scale of 1 cm to 1 A [12]. 

Also in the early fifties, the British firm COURTAULD hroke with the 
:\L.\.GAT-STUART-BRIEGLEB tradition [13]. Accordingtotheir criticism [7,8,9], 
among the van del' \\Taals radii of action the measured r~'in ~ r;ryst data are 
those to be accepted with the most confidence. The models of LEYBOLD'S are 
hased on r'~ = r:~oo data, though values of r:;: are calculated, in a not quite 
reliahle manner, from r~in values. COURTAULD also used the rule r~in = R 
+ 0.8A, ofPAL'LI2'G [4.]. For a criticism ofhoth, cf. [6, p. 96]. 

A new set of l110deh made of wood according to r~in data, :3cale 1 A = 

= 0.8 inch, was put on the market hy COURTAULD in the early fifties. Scientific 
requirements are so much hetter seryed hy this model, for due to ::pecial 
patented honding elements the interatomic distances can he yaried (the yan 
der Waals radius of the :-r-hond is calculated with 1.7 A [13 D. Lately thi5 set 
1:3 made fro111 polystyrene [l3a]. 

4* 
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Table IT 
van der Waals radii 

;,Iagat 
1932 1932 
[IJ [16, 17] 

----~ 

TT TO rmin TT r~lD 

C 1.44 1.64 

(1.40) 

C-:;r-bond 1.7 1.45 

(1.40) 

H 0.96 1.26 1.5 0.5-0.63 i 1.0-1.29' 0.9 1.0 1.1 

(1.05) 

H-bond 

0- 1.22 1.36 1.5 

O-:;r-bond 1.25 1.37 1.51 1.22 1.36 1.5 

-~< 1.22 1.5 1.35 1.47 1.6 

S: :;rbond i 1.35 1.51 1.35 1.47 1.6 

F 1.21 1.43 1.25 lA 1.55 

Cl 1.51 1.65 1.78 1.32-1.44 U8 1.7 1.85 

(1.50) 

Br 1.64 1.80 1.85 1.7 1.8 2.05 

J 1.80 1.90 1.95 1.82 1.95 2.2 

(1.80) 

S 1.54 1.6 1.8 

S-:7l: bOlld 

P 

~! 

:lfAGAT [1] calculated, via Tmin ,.alues, the To values listed from zero-volumina of H 2 , O 2, i\2 
and CO, published by \'i'OEL [15]. Since in the original communication [1] of ;'IfAGAT 
some numerical errors occur. we have re-calculated the whole on the basis of the data. 
and principles proposed by l\L.\GAT, and on the basis of data published by WOHL [15], 
completed with ,.alnes of TT (derived from gas-kinetic diameters) and with Tmin values 
where zero-volume data were available. 

jIAcK [16, 17]. H-values; Tmin = 1.5 (crystalline H 2); T~lin 1.0 (CH.I); 1.165 (C"Ho): 1.29 
(crystal lattice of several organic compounds); TT = 0.5 (CH.I ), and 0.63 (benzene): 
rinin values of "X, and C. from hexamethylenetetramine; TT of N from ::'\2: TT of Cl 
from viscosity of CCI 4-yapour. 

STUART [2, 2a, 2b] estimates TT values for bonded atoms from Tt, and T~in data published in 
the literature. Values in brackets are corrected atom-radii found bv "centrum-shift". 

THEILA.CKEH [18] determined the minimum of the cloud of electrons of bonded atoms (T;-radii) 
from coordination-numbers and from intermolecular atom distances of crystals. The 
explanation of the intramolecular van der Waals radii (Ti = dd2) see by BR'IEGLEB [5) 
(cf. Fig. 5) and 8. ("innermolekularer Abstand"). 



of bonded atoms 

Theilacker 
19·18 
[18] 

ri 

1.23 

0.8 

1.13 

1.17 

1.12 

1.45 

1.62 

1.84 

1.55 

1.51 

1.64-

(l.'i 1) 

1.76 

1.85 

1.96 
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0.95 

0.5 

1.23 

1.6 

lA 

1.6 

1.30 

1.55 

1.75 

1.90 

1.01 

(1.2) 

1.4 

1.6 

(1.55) 

1.35 

(1.5) 

1.80 

1.95 

2.15 

(2.05 ) 

(1.7) 

(1.85) 

(2.0) 

0.9 

1.2 

1.35 

1.25 

1.55 

1.70 

1.80 

1.4 

1.55 

1.7 

r = atoms in elemental, or simple molecules 
r* = radii of atoms in organic (polar) covalent bonds 

1.3 

1.4 

1.3 

1.65 

1.80 

1.9 

1.55 

1.7 

1.4 

I 1.5-1.6 

1.85 

1.9 

2.0-2.1 

1.65 

53 

1.2 

IAO 

1.') 

1.3') 

1.80 

1.95 

2.15 

1.85 

1.9 

i3RIEGLEB [5J determined r values for halogens from viscosity data of Cl o (rT) or from zero
point volumina (rmin)' He estimated r* values for atoms bonded in organic compounds 
from lattice constants (r,;';in), and rr values from the former. Since, at room temperature, 
in the molecular lattice of aromatic compounds the distance between rings d~ryst = 3.7 A, 
hence the van der Waals radius of the carbon atom in the benzene ring r;;', = 1.85, 
V;i aals radius normal to the :<:-bond for every atom (0, N). The values in brackets are 
later (in 1955) modified values of BRIEGLEB [5b J, which had been published preyiously 
(in 1952) in the book of STUART [6, p. 99J. 

STUART [6J. His 1952 data are slightly modified values of his 1934 data. 
PAULIXG [.tJ calculates on the basis of r;i;in = rlon ' except for N, P, As and Sb, where rri,in = 

= rlon-0.2 A. The thickness of a benzene ring he sets equal to the distance between 
crystal layers in graphite (p. 262). 
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On the basis of similar data, r;~'il1' a limited number of ;:ets was made, 
around 1940, by the California Institute of Technology, designated as the 
COREy-PAULI);G model; an amended type of this, the so-called CPK (COREY
PAULI);G-·KoLTU);) Atomic :Models, scale 1 A = 1.25 cm, was put on the mar
ket in 1966 [14]. 

In 1958, hased on the latest and most probable values'of the r~- STL\RT 
radii, also in Hungary a set of atom calottes, scale 1 : 10': the EUGo); set,* 
was prepared in plastics [10]. 

---- ...... " 
, 

\ 
\ 

.R = (J,6~ 
lrT=~30! ,. 
.r---
ifcrys(= ~32-!,35 

!t;ond,.J~ 
-.~~. 

. , iR=(J,66 
ill r,=7,23 
: i r<on = t,32-1.~D . r----:-:-c 
,fcrysf = l.~D .-.--, 

Fig. 6. Dimensions of honded atomf' on calotte mode\,;. R = radius of a co,'alcnt bond: 
Tio~ = ion radiui' (H-. F-. 0 -): TT = ,'an del' Waals radius in compounds. T = 3000 K: 

TcrySt = "all der \Vaah radiuf' in crystal" 

According to the foregoing, atoms H, F, and 0 ill organic bonding, may 
be visualized as shown in Fig. 6. For comparison's sake, the relevant ionic 
dimensions are also drawn in this Figure. It can be seen also here that for non
metal clement::: the action radius 1"111in is about equal to the radius 1";011 of the 
negative ion. 

Thus, for the dimensions of atom-calottes, the bond length (distance 
between ceutres of atoms, a = 2R) is an accurately knmnl spcctroscopical 
datum published in the literature, consequently data on hond radii agree well 
enough (within 0.01 to 0.02 A) ill the different sets available. The same holds 
true for bond angles. Howeyer, the situation i::: different for yan der \Vaab 
radii. As mentioned before, one of the causes of thi::: is that these values are 
still rather doubtful (cf. Table II). The other is the debatable choice between 

ri, r6, and r~'il1 values for the basis of a design of calotte model:::. 
Up to now, two "schools" haye emerged. 

'" Only about 100 sets were made. up to 1958. for tuition and research. in Hungary. 
This set will also be commercially available from 196 i on. This f'et we constructed in the 
Research Illstitutc for Organic Chemical and Plastics Industries. Budapest. in the years 
from 1955 to 1958. One of us (K.T.) ,,'ishes to thank Drs A, :\IESS)!EIL and B. ZI:\,CZ. :\1r. J. Iy,\"yI. 
~d Mr. I. :\L\'THE, for their collaboration and help in the design and production of these sets. 
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1. Treading in the footsteps of STuART [6], r; data for T = 300c K, 
calculahle from gas kinetics, were accepted as the hasis of design, aSE'uming 
that operations with organic compounds are mainly carried out at room tem
perature. 

It might he maintained contrary to this yiew that whereas for molecules 
of elements, say for H 2 • or O~, and for those of simple compounds, say for CO, 
the rT data of gas kinetics deriye from direct measurements of yiscosities. 
the r; data for "atoms in bonds" are rather less accurate approximations and 
are calculated e,-ery time from r~ or r~'in data only referahle to direct measure
ments. It might he noted, howeyer, that the inaccuracy of those approxi
mations is not greater than the deyiation in the original r~ and r:~'in yalueE. 

2. Follo·wing the Euggestion of PAliLnG [--1], just bccame of the douhts 
mentioned, yaIues of yan del' \\~ aal" radii r;~'il1 supported hy direetly measured 
data were lately ehoseIl aE' the basis in the design of calotte models (cf. TableIII). 

TheEe dimensions according to PA rLI::\"G' s approximations are 
equal, at the same time, to the radii of the negatiy(, ions of the non-metallic 
elements (cf. earlier part;;). Of eourse, the latter, i.e. calottc models designed 
on thc basis of r;;'ill yalues, may indicatc steric hindrance where STliART type 
models designed on the basis of r} yaIues still do not indicate it. 

Leayillg the duality manifest in a choice (r:l~ or r:~'i!l) of yan del' ·Waals 
radii out of consideration, a modern set of calotte models should thus meet 
the following requirements. 

1. All the dimensionE of the models should correspond to real atomic 
dimension:', and the scale factor should he a round number. The aceuraey of 
manufacturc should reach the leyel of the accuracy of spectroscopic measurp
n1ents. 

2. The deyicc selected for the construction of bonds should adequately 
simulate the real situations, i.e. rotation should he possible ·where a a-bond 
is indicated, and the bond should be rigid when it indicates :-r-bonding (models 
should be capable of illustrating stereo-isomerism). 

3. Since data (R, bond angle, and eYCll r*) of constituent atoms yary 
according to types of bonding, it is necessary that sets in elude many calotte
variants for one element in order to allow thc building up of as many compounds 
as possible. Of course, in cases when only a small difference exists hetween 
two types of bonding it is a question of economics ·whether the making of Euch 
yariants for not too divergent cases are justified, or a compromise at the ex
pense of accuracy is called for. E.g. in sets of different manufacture only one 
calotte form serves for various olefinic-, carbonyl-, and amide-carbons which 
differ but to a few degrees in their bond angles (COURTAuLD, and CATALl" 
haye only the carbonyl-carbon to do the work, LEYBOLD and EUGo",", only the 
olefinic carbon, CPK has two: an "ethylenic douhle bond" and an "amide" 
carbon calotte form. In contrast, the single (a) hondlength is 0.772 for olefinic 
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Table ill 

Commercially available sets of atom calottes 

Stuurt 
model 
1934 
[51 

3tuart Briedeb 
model ~ 
1950 
[ll] 

Cutalin 
195·~'t 
[12] 

Eugon 
1967 
[10] 

(PK 
1966 
[14J 

------------.-----------------'----------------i----------------------
.... ·an deT Waals 

radius 

C 

C-;r-bond 

H 

H-bond 

-0-

0= 
-N( 

"-
N-;r-bond 

F 

Cl 

Br 

J 
S<' 

"-
S-;r bond 

P 

Si 

1.375 

1.325 

0.9 

1.2 

1.22 

1.2 

1.35 

1.25 

1.50 

1.70 

1.80 

1,407 

1.SS 

rj; .4.., values at room tE.'mperature 

1.30 

1.60 

1.03 
.? 

1.27 

1.60 

1.30(1.33) 

1.60 

1.30 

1.5-1· 

1.74 

1.84 

1.47 

1.66 

1.27 

1.27 

0.95 

1.16 

J.l6 

1.20 

1.20 

1.22 

1.44-

l.57 

1.73 

1.49 

lA9 

1.50 

1.57 

1.30 

l.30 

0.95 

0.5 

1.23 

1.23 

l.311 

lAO 

1.30 

1.55 

1.75 

1.90 

1.47 

1.47 

1.52 

1.69 

~in ~ r~r:r~t, , 
from crystal 
lattice -duta 

1.60-1.70 1.50 

1.60 

1.70 

1.0 i 1.0 

0.5-1.0 1 "adjustable" 

lA 1.35 

1..1 1.35 

1.5 1,.1.5 

1.6-1.7 1.50-1.70 

1.35 1.35 

1.80 1.80 

1.95 1.95 

2.15 2.15 

1.85 1.70 

1.85 

1.9 

2.0 

LEYBOLD--STUART model (scale I : 2 . 108• later 1.5 : 108) with c"ntre-shift. 
LEYBOLD--STUART--BRIEGLEB model (1 : 1.5 . 108); bond plane~ chamfered. For thiophene-S: 

TT = 1.33 At '( Amino-N: 1.33 A, the others: 1.30 A 
CATALlN (1 : 1(8) 

EUGON (I : 108) ,Based upon data (1950) of BRIEGLEB; detailed explanations see in Chapter Ill. 
COURTAULD (I A = 0.8 inch, i.e. about 1 : 2· 10S) Carbonyl-S T;';lln = 1.6 A, the other ;r-bond 

carbons: T~in 1.7 A 
CPK (1 : 1.25 . 105) Amide-C: T;';,in l.5 A, ethylene-C = 1.6 A, other ;r-bond 1.7 A. 

carbon, and 0.752 for single-bond in conjugated doublc bond chains, therefore 
no set takes account of this difference). 

4. In providing for requirements 2 and 3, eare should be taken that the 
realization of these principles should not allow models to be constructed of 
compounds that do not occur in nature and cannot be synthesized either. 

5. A separate problem is given by the making of calottes for modelling 
ring systems. Of course, special carbon calottes for 6-membered saturated, 
or unsaturated, rings must be made available. However, for 5-membered 
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rings, e.g. furane, cyclo-pentadiene, pyrrole, thiophene series, for each hetcro
atom a different "5-member unsaturated carbon" calotte should be designed, 
because the internal bond angle of this carbon rather differs (range from 
1080 to 112.5°) from compound to compound, within the series of compounds 
mentioned. 

In the design of the EUGON set, we attempted a solution of this problem 
by a single special 5-member unsaturated carbon calotte form (see later on). 

6. An obvious requirement is that calotte sets be pleasing esthetically 
and easy to handle. That is why calottes for the seyeral elements are coloured 
according to a pattern internationally adopted. 

(To be continued) 
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